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Learning to Disclose, 
A journey of transracial adoption




research – Soul Work
Learning to Disclose, a journey of transracial adoption is a
dialogue between three different voices: critical history theory,
a white mother and her black daughter. Together, they analyze
the experiences that have shaped their personas and their
bond with each other. Engaging with the past, they seek to
understand their stories through the lenses of race, privilege
and colonialism.
A frank conversation between mother and daughter. It is a
collaborative job, in which the authors have had to learn to
disclose and be vulnerable, while meeting the rigor of
qualitative research. It is an analysis of the past and how it
unfolds in the present.
In this second presentation, I will be analyzing the main themes, impressions 
and takeaways from Learning to Disclose from chapters 6 to Epilogue.
Chapters 6-Epilogue Overview
In the second part of the book the authors deepen their analysis of their mother-daughter relationship 
through the lenses of critical history and historical contextualization, while affirming their faith and 
compromise with the causes that define and shape their desires, ambitions and identities. 
6st Chapter 7nd Chapter 8rd Chapter 9th Chapter 10th Chapter
Port-au-Prince, Haiti Gulu, Uganda Bunia, DRC Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brooklyn The Yellow Dress
What is a real 
orphan? Joni 
describes and share 
the angst of taking 
Rebecca out of 
Haiti. How Haitian 
history shaped their 
experience and 
continues to do so 
for every Haitian
Naturalization of 
trauma in Uganda. 
Rebecca and Joni 




practices by faith 
preachers. Rebecca 
shares her take of 
the Black Race.
Roaming around 
like a Muzungu. 
Rebecca shares her 
experiences 
challenging White 









and social activism. 
Brooklyn as a land 
ever-inhabited by 
migrants and 
diversity. In this 
chapter Joni 
narrates her first 
acknowledgement 
of being a white 
person. Rebecca 
criticism the term 
model minority
Birth-givers. 
Adoption as a way 
to make happy 
families and build  
multibillion dollar 
industries. In this 
chapter the authors 
discuss 
motherhood, 
mysteries of faith 
and adoption. 




Final revision and 
manuscript’s 
mailing. The 
authors offer us a 
final reflection on 
their intentions, 
hopes and results 
from the book. 
Initially a book 
about their 
relationship, ended 
up being a research 
of identity and its 
intersection with 
family and race 
concepts
Themes 
Themes in the second half of the book:
Similar to the first 5 chapters, the book continues touching themes 
of adoption, race and history. However, the second half of the book 
reviews more in depth their relationship as mother and daughter, 
while contextualizing their experiences in adulthood and its 
intersection with social activism, faith, mind decolonization, White 
Supremacy, trauma, adoption, third world, migration, community 
building and oppression.
Each chapter provides an analysis of Joni and Rebecca’s experience 
through their own voices, which is then contextualized by the voice 
of Critical History Theory. 
Biggest impressions
Learning to Disclose is an invitation for 
reflection
The authors continue their disclosure journey, while 
analyzing the many events and situations that have 
shaped their mother-daughter relationship; some in 
the distant past and others in the near-present.
In this autoethnographic research the reader 
becomes a part of the conversation. How do 
historical events affect how we shape our relationship 
with ourselves and those we love? 
Chapter 6 takes us back to Rebecca’s early memories
of Haiti and Joni’s angst dealing with the process of
taking her daughter out of Haiti, back to New York.
The chapter addresses an important question: what
is a real orphan?
Chapter 7 opens a window to Uganda and its trauma
normalization. Rebecca’s work and Joni’s experience
tells us of the importance of community building,
and challenging institutional and political practices.
Chapter 8 is a turbulent trip to colonial experiences
and its impacts in the present of Africa. The authors
share their take on mind decolonization and
challenge the very idea of race as an invalid scientific
concept.
Chapters 9 – Epilogue
Chapter 9 is a reflective historical trip. Canarsie Indians, Dutch,
English, African Americans, migrants from everywhere. New York
city has always been a land of ever-changing communities. Joni
and Rebecca dialogue about their home experience and
Brooklyn’s fight for respect and community activism.
The Yellow Dress or Chapter 10. The Orphanage gave Rebecca a
beautiful yellow dress that Joni still keeps and treasures. The
authors disclose what adopting have meant and done for them,
while challenging the international adoption system ways.
The Epilogue is the authors’ final reflection. Originally meant as a
detailed reflective dialogue of their relationship, it ended up being
an explorative autoethnographical analysis of the sociohistorical
events and issues that shaped their identities and relationship as
mother-daughter.
A piece of their commitment and duty as Christians, it is part of
their contribution for a more aware, just and fair society.
Learnt knowledge
The voice of critical history contextualizes Joni and Rebecca’s experiences in this research. I have 
learnt about important events, historical characters and indigenous history. My top 3 characters I 
have learnt about are:
The first Democratic Elected President:
Jean-Bertrand Aristide. Catholic Priest and 
scholar. Became the first democratic elected 
president in Haitian History in 1991.
Idi Amin Dada:
Ugandan Military who served as President 
of Uganda from 1971 to 1979. He is 
considered one of the most brutal leaders 
in history. 
Shirley Chisholm
Educator, Writer, Politician. She became 
the first African-American woman elected 
to Congress representing NYC 7th District, 
from 1969 to 1983.
Lord’s Resistance Army:
A Christian Militia from Northern Uganda. 
The LRA terrorized populations abducting, 
killing, dismembering people and 
destroying property. Used thousands of 
boys as child-soldiers and girls as sex-
slaves.
The Great Migration
The Great Migration was the relocation of 
more than 6 million African Americans 
from the rural South to the cities of the 
North, Midwest and West from about 
1916 to 1970.
Indian Adoptions:
In the decades after World War II 
hundreds of Native American children in 
the US were taken from their 
communities and given to white families 
through adoption or foster care.
Important historical events mentioned in the book:
Final conclusions
Learning to Disclose is a fascinating book that adventures in the intersection 
between race, identity and family relationships, through autoethnographic 
research and the lenses of critical race and history theory. The book provides 
a digestible introduction to life story and ethnographic research, and a 
window to discussing privilege, discrimination and transracial bonds in 
America. 
